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Abstract We present a novel method for pose transfer between two 2D human skeletons. When the

bone lengths and proportions between the two skeletons are significantly different, pose transfer becomes a

challenging task, which cannot be accomplished by simply copying the joint positions or the bone directions.

Our data-driven approach utilizes a deep neural network trained, in a weakly supervised fashion, to encode

a skeleton into two separate latent codes, one representing its pose, and another representing the skeleton’s

proportions (skeleton-ID). The network is given two skeletons, and learns to combine the pose of one with

the skeleton-ID of the other. Lacking supervision on the poses, we develop a novel loss that qualitatively

compares poses of different skeletons. We evaluate the performance of our method on a large set of poses.

The advantages of avoiding supervision are demonstrated by showing transfer of extreme poses, as well as

between uncommon skeleton proportions.
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1 Introduction

From the dawn of photography, humans have been the most commonly photographed subject. Thus,
changing the pose of a human in an image is a valuable tool for image editing. Arguably, the easiest
way to control such an operation is by providing a reference image depicting the desired pose. Recent
advances in deep neural networks have made it possible to extract 2D and even 3D human poses from
images [1]. In parallel, deep generative models have been developed that support conditional synthesis
of novel images [2, 3], including conditioning by pose [4–6].

A human pose is typically represented by a skeleton, a tree-structured graph with nodes corresponding
to joints and end-effectors and edges corresponding to bones connecting between the joints. Each individ-
ual is characterized by the bone lengths and the pose can be defined by the bone directions, also referred
to as joint angles. When the bone lengths of two individuals are significantly different, transferring a
pose between them becomes a challenging task, which cannot be accomplished by simply copying the
positions and/or the angles of the joints, e.g., Figure 1. The difficulty is exacerbated, when dealing with
2D poses, where bones may be foreshortened or occluded.

A 2D pose extracted from an image [1] is an outcome of the pose-specific joint angles applied to
the individual-specific skeletal properties (bone lengths and proportions), which we hereafter refer to as
the skeleton-ID, or simply ID. Thus, in order to transfer poses with realistic and natural results, it is
necessary to separately extract the features encoding the pose and the skeleton-ID, making it possible to
combine the pose of one individual with the skeleton-ID of another; see Figure 2. This is a challenging
task in its own, but it may be learned from examples, as recently demonstrated by Aberman et al. [7],
who developed a learning-based pose transfer technique in the context of motion transfer. However, their
learning technique is fully supervised, leveraging a large set of skeleton-IDs that share the same motions.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Comparing different pose transfer alternatives; both pose and ID inputs are from the Mixamo test set.

From left to right: pose input, ID input, pose resulting from globally scaling the pose input to the height of the bounding box of

the ID input, pose resulting from combining 2D bone angles of pose input with the 2D bone lengths of the ID input, pose resulting

from combining 3D bone angles of pose input with 3D bone lengths of the ID input, our result, and the ground-truth pose taken

from the same time step of the same motion performed by the target ID. The ground truth is overlayed in light gray on top of

every output for better visual comparison.

ID input

Pose input
Pose transfer results

Figure 2 (Color online) Our method transfers given 2D human poses (left column) to different given skeleton-IDs (top row),

while accounting for differences between bone lengths and proportions. Both the 2D poses and the skeleton-IDs may be extracted

from images.

This strong supervision facilitates the training, but at the same time limits the scope to the set of poses
featured in specific training data.

In this paper, we present a novel 2D pose transfer technique that requires only weak supervision.
Rather than requiring many examples of different skeleton-IDs with the same pose, our training only
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requires examples of the same skeleton-ID in different poses. Note that the former is much harder to
achieve, as the notion of the same pose is not well-defined for different individuals, and can in practice
only be modeled manually by professionals. The latter, weak supervision, on the other hand, is easy to
generate by simply editing a given skeleton.

Our technique is inspired by the training scheme of FUNIT for image-to-image translation [8]. We train
a network to encode skeletons into two separate latent codes, for pose and for skeleton-ID, and combine
the pose of one individual with the ID of another. To compensate for the lack of quantitative supervision
on poses performed by different individuals, we develop a novel loss that qualitatively compares the poses
by examining spatial relationships between different pairs of joints.

We verify that neither globally scaling the pose nor directly transferring the joint angles can preserve the
target identity well. To stress the advantage of avoiding supervision, we demonstrate that we can handle
extreme cases of unexpected poses, as well as extreme uncommon skeleton proportions. An ablation
study is conducted to show that the proposed loss plays a critical role for successfully transferring a pose
to a target ID. We also evaluate the performance of our weakly supervised method against the supervised
one [7]. Two applications show that a good pose transfer provides important guidance for the clothing
layout generation and person image synthesis.

2 Related work

2.1 Motion retargeting

Motion retargeting is a long-standing problem in computer animation, whose goal is to transfer a tem-
poral sequence of poses from one articulated character to another. Gleicher [9] first formulated motion
retargeting as a space-time optimization problem with kinematic constraints, which is solved for the entire
retargeted motion sequence. Since then, several other studies used inverse kinematics to perform motion
retargeting [10–13], which require iterative optimization using carefully designed kinematic constraints
for specific motions.

The advent of deep learning has brought forth data-driven motion retargeting methods. Recently,
Villegas et al. [14] proposed an unsupervised motion retargeting method, which consists of a recurrent
neural network structure, augmented with a differentiable forward kinematics layer. The network is
trained using adversarial training with cycle consistency [15].

All of the aforementioned methods operate on 3D skeletons and poses. Thus, performing pose or
motion transfer on images or videos requires first to extract 3D poses. Despite progress in 3D pose
estimation methods, their accuracy still lags behind that of state-of-the-art 2D pose extraction methods,
such as OpenPose [1]. Aberman et al. [7] recently proposed a 2D motion retargeting approach that
bypasses 3D reconstruction. They learn to decompose 2D pose sequences extracted from videos into
two separate latent codes, one capturing the dynamic aspects of the motion, and another capturing the
static aspects of the skeleton, then combine and decode these latent codes to retarget motion. Their
model is trained with supervision using pairs of pose sequences that depict the same motion performed
by different characters. These sequences are taken from the Adobe Mixamo dataset1), where the motions
are retargeted manually by professional animators in 3D. Later, they extended it to motion retargeting
between skeletons of different structures [16].

The requirement for paired motion data limits the applicability of this approach to pose transfer with
real world images. Firstly, the poses featured in the Mixamo motion sequences cover only a small portion
of all possible human poses. Secondly, since these sequences were retargeted manually, the pose-to-pose
correspondences are not precise, due to differences in skeleton and style between different characters.
Extending the dataset using real images and videos is infeasible, since the notion of the same pose for
different individuals does not even have a precise definition. In contrast, our pose transfer approach
requires only weak supervision, where the training data consists of different poses performed by the same
individual, which is much easier to obtain.

2.2 Pose-guided person image generation

Several recent studies addressed the problem of pose-conditioned synthesis of novel images of humans.
Ma et al. [5] synthesized the target image by firstly generating a coarse initial image of the person with

1) Adobe Systems Inc. Mixamo.
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Figure 3 (Color online) Our network architecture.

the target pose, which is then refined by an adversarial-trained model. Their followup work [6] learns to
disentangle between foreground, background, and pose information, enabling novel synthesis by explicitly
controlling these factors. Balakrishnan et al. [4] separated a person image into different body part and
background layers, which are then transformed and recombined. Siarohin et al. [17] represented pose-
related spatial deformations using deformable skip connections. Zhu et al. [18] progressively transformed
a person to a target pose via a sequence of local transfer blocks.

Some studies leverage the clothing layout to guide the generation process. Dong et al. [19] performed
pose-guided layout parsing followed by warping-GAN rendering. Han et al. [20] estimated a dense flow
between source and target clothing regions to synthesize clothed persons.

Only few studies consider skeleton differences between the source and the target pose. Liu et al. [21]
proposed a unified framework for human motion imitation, appearance transfer, and novel view synthesis.
Their method accounts for personalized body shapes and poses, but it requires accurate 3D body mesh
reconstruction. Aberman et al. [22] and Chan et al. [23] proposed methods to transfer motion between
human videos. To cope with different bone proportions, they use a global pose normalization, which
cannot handle large variations. Unsupervised pose-guided image generation is attempted by Song et
al. [24] via the use of cycle consistency. Lorenz et al. [25] presented an unsupervised approach for
disentangling appearance and shape to learn a part representation. Neither approach considers different
skeleton proportions between the source and the target poses.

Pose-guided person image generation and pose transfer may be viewed as translating an image between
different domains. Liu et al. [8] proposed a few-shot unsupervised image-to-image translation (FUNIT)
framework, which can map an image of a source class to an image of a target class using few images
from the target class, even if the target class was not seen during training. We extend this framework by
treating different skeleton-IDs as classes, and have designed a novel loss for 2D human pose transfer.

3 Method

As mentioned above, we adapt FUNIT [8] to learn pose-to-pose translation by developing a novel loss
that qualitatively assesses pose similarity across different skeleton-IDs. The goal of our method is to
transfer the pose of one individual to the skeleton of another. The method takes two inputs: (i) the pose
input xA, which specifies the desired pose x, as performed by an individual with skeleton A; and (ii) the
ID input {yB1 , . . . , y

B
K}, consisting of one or more poses performed by an individual with skeleton B. The

output of our method is a new pose, transferred from the input pose to skeleton B, which is defined as
x̂B . Both input and output are represented as the collection of 2D positions of all the joints.

Our network architecture is shown in Figure 3. It consists of two encoders that together extract
information for the pose and the skeleton-ID, and a decoder that generates a new pose by integrating
these two encoded features in the latent space. The pose encoder (yellow) maps the pose input xA to
a latent pose-code. The ID encoder (blue) generates a latent ID-code from one or more poses of the
target skeleton-IDs {yB1 , . . . , y

B
K}. The output x̂B is generated by the decoder (purple), which combines

the pose and ID latent codes via adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) residual blocks [26, 27]. The
resulting pose translator is expressed as

x̂B = G(xA, {yB1 , . . . , yBK}). (1)
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Figure 4 (Color online) The virtual link loss measures the pose similarity between the input (the yellow skeleton in the left-most)

and output (the purple skeleton in the right-most) poses by examining the spatial relations between all pair of joints (before and

after pose transfer) along multiple directions. The middle left diagram shows the pair of joints i1 and j1 (indicated by rectangles

in the end figures) projected onto three directions. The projections onto the red direction are flipped, and such flips are penalized

by our loss. In contrast, in the middle right diagram, the pairs i2 and j2 (indicated by ellipses in the end figures) exhibit consistent

projections onto all three directions. To better illustrate, the positions of bones and joints in the two middle figures are slightly

adjusted.

In practice, we train G by providing a single pose as the ID input, i.e., K = 1, similar to FUNIT. The
trained network is thus able to perform pose transfer given only a single image of the target individual.
More details are provided in Appendix E.

The pose translator G is trained using an adversarial discriminator D (cyan in Figure 3) and a novel
loss function, carefully adapted to the task of pose transfer. Specifically, the loss function consists of
three parts:

LG(G,D) + λFLF(G) + λPLP(G), (2)

where LG,LF, LP are the GAN loss, the feature matching loss, and the pose reconstruction loss, respec-
tively. We set λF = 1 and λP = 1 by default. The pose reconstruction loss LP is our contribution, while
the use of LG and LF is derived from FUNIT to ensure that the output looks like a realistic pose of
skeleton B. The GAN loss LG is computed using the discriminator D, and the feature matching loss LF

compares the features extracted by D (before the classification) from the output x̂B to those of extracted
from the ID input yB.

The pose reconstruction loss LP is designed to assess the pose similarity between the pose input xA and
the output x̂B. Note that measuring the pose similarity across different skeletons is a highly non-trivial
task, since neither the joint positions, nor the joint angles are invariant to the changes in bone lengths
or their proportions. Thus, the pose loss LP distinguishes between two cases:

LP =

{

λL1‖x
A −G(xA, yB)‖11, if A = B,

λVLLVL + λALLAL, otherwise.
(3)

The first case trains G to generate an output identical to the pose input when the source-ID and target-ID
are the same, measured by the L1 metric. We set λL1 = 0.5 by default. The second case uses a novel
metric to assess pose similarity across different IDs, in a more qualitative manner. This pose similarity
loss consists of a virtual link loss LVL and an angle loss LAL, balanced by λVL = 300 and λAL = 2.
These two losses (elaborated below) are carefully designed after analyzing thousands of poses of virtual
characters of the Mixamo dataset.

3.1 Virtual link loss

The virtual link loss LVL measures the pose similarity between the pose output x̂B and the pose input
xA by considering all pairs of joints (i, j), rather than just joints that are connected to each other by
the bones of the skeleton, as shown in Figure 4. Each pair is projected onto multiple directions, and the
projections of each pair, before and after the pose transfer, are compared. The underlying premise is that
human perception is more sensitive to the changes in the ordering of points (joints) along an arbitrary
direction rather than to the changes in the precise values of the angles between actual or virtual bones.
This premise is examined against 60000+ ground-truth pose pairs; see Section 4.
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We define the loss of a pair of joints (i, j) with respect to direction θ as

Lθ(i, j) =











(p̂i − p̂j)
2, if ‖pi − pj‖ < σ,

max(p̂i − p̂j + σ, 0), if pi − pj < −σ,

max(p̂j − p̂i + σ, 0), if pi − pj > σ,

(4)

where pi, pj are the projections of joints i, j onto the direction θ in the input pose, and p̂i, p̂j are the
projections of the same joints in the output pose. We set σ = 0.05 by default as a small threshold, below
which two projections are considered to be nearly identical.

Intuitively, whenever the ordering between p̂i and p̂j is different from that between pi and pj , we add
a cost that grows with the distance between p̂i and p̂j . The idea of comparing the ordering between
two joints is inspired by the ranking loss for 3D pose reconstruction [28], but it is non-trivial to adapt
it for 2D pose transfer. We propose a new formulation for it, which is more suitable for measuring pose
similarity, and we apply it to virtual links with respect to multiple directions, rather than only a set of
pre-defined pairs with respect to depth.

The virtual link loss LVL is then defined as the sum of losses Lθ(i, j), over a set of virtual links PVL,
along a set of multiple directions Θ:

LVL(G) =

∑

θ∈Θ

∑

(i,j)∈PVL
Lθ(i, j)

|PVL|
. (5)

Empirically let PVL be all pairs of any two joints and Θ be four projection directions, i.e., x = 0, y = 0,
x = −y, and x = y.

3.2 Angle loss

The angle loss measures the similarity between two poses by comparing directions between the corre-
sponding pairs of joints:

LAL(G) =

∑

(i,j)∈PA
| cos(θi,j − θ̂i,j)− 1|

|PA|
, (6)

where θi,j and θ̂i,j denote the angles between the direction from joint i to j and the X-axis, before and
after the pose transfer, respectively. Here, PA denotes the pairs of joints we consider for this loss, and
empirically let PA be the actual skeleton bones.

4 Results and evaluation

Here we evaluate our method, compare it with a state-of-the-art 2D pose transfer approach, and show
qualitative and quantitative ablation studies. Following the evaluation, we show two applications of the
proposed 2D pose transfer.

4.1 Datasets and training

We train our model using 2D projections of 3D skeletons from two different motion datasets, together
with 2D poses extracted from videos of people performing various actions. More details are provided in
Appendix A. The CMU Panoptic Dataset [29] provides a large collection of 3D skeletons captured from
multi-view videos. It contains a variety of activities performed by different individuals, including both
adults and children. We select 7 different subjects with large skeleton differences. We augment the data
by applying rotations around the vertical axis through the skeleton root, and by left-right flipping the
joints, resulting in a 5-fold increase in the amount of 3D data. Next, static 3D poses are extracted from
the motions, and orthogonally projected to obtain 2D poses, as suggested by Aberman et al. [7]. To
enrich the pose variety, we add 2D poses extracted using OpenPose [1] from other 5 videos of different
people dancing and doing yoga. In total, we obtain 39353 poses performed by 12 different skeleton-IDs.
Note that the data contains no pairing of poses across skeletons.

The Adobe Mixamo dataset provides different synthetic 3D characters performing the same motions.
We use the same portion of the dataset as Aberman et al. [7]. The training set consists of 273 motions,
with each motion performed by 1 of 10 characters; the test set contains 31 motions, each of which is
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performed by 4 different characters. No characters or motions are included in both the training and test
sets. After data augmentation and enhancement by 2D poses extracted from videos, we have 316123 poses
performed by 15 different skeleton-IDs in the training set, and 118380 poses of 4 different skeleton-IDs in
the test set.

We train our network on each of these two datasets separately. We find that the model trained on the
CMU Panoptic dataset performs better on real person images, since it consists of poses of real individuals,
rather than synthetic animated characters. We also include the Adobe Mixamo dataset in our evaluation,
since its test set provides paired motions performed by different characters.

To train the network, we use the training set to form pairs of inputs (pose input xA and ID input yB).
In half of the pairs the pose and the ID inputs are the different poses performed by the same individual
(A = B), while in the remaining half of the pairs the two identities are different. As mentioned earlier,
each pose is represented by the 2D coordinates of its joints. Each skeleton consists of 15 joints that
appear in our datasets: nose, neck, left/right shoulder, left/right elbow, left/right wrist, hip, left/right
hip, left/right knee, and left/right ankle. We align the skeletons using the centers of their bounding boxes
and normalize them to the range of (−1, 1) by a global scaling applied to all frames. We use the hinge
version of GAN loss with the historical average version of the intermediate generators [30], and set the
update weight to 0.0001. We use RMSProp with a learning rate 0.0001 to optimize our network. Each
training batch consists of 64 pairs of skeletons, and we train for 10000 iterations.

We implemented our network in PyTorch, and performed all our experiments on a PC equipped with
an Intel Core 3.4 GHz CPU, and a single NVIDIA Titan-XP GPU (12 GB). Training our network on
each dataset took about 5 h.

4.2 Results

Figures 2 and 5 show a collection of pose transfer results using the model trained with CMU Panoptic
dataset. The poses and the skeleton-IDs are extracted from real person images unseen during training.
The height and bone proportions of each skeleton-ID are reflected well in the generated poses; e.g., the
3rd ID input in Figure 2 is an adult with long legs, and the poses transferred to that ID retain this
feature, even for the third pose input, where the individual is a child with much shorter legs. Figure 5
features many more examples where the skeleton proportions of the pose and ID inputs differ greatly.

Figure 6 shows pose transfer results using the model trained with the Mixamo dataset. While trained
with poses of virtual characters, this model still generates reasonable outputs when the inputs are from
person images; see the 3rd row. The 1st and 5th target IDs have long legs, and so are their generated
outputs. To evaluate how well the skeleton-ID is preserved, we transfer poses to the same ID, when it
is extracted from different poses. The outputs of the pose transfer are consistent; see Figure 7. These
results indicate that the ID code is extracted well. Figure 8 shows additional transfer results when the
source and target skeleton-IDs are quite different in size.

Figure 1 uses the paired poses available in the Mixamo test set to demonstrate that our method performs
better than various alternative baselines for pose transfer. The alternatives that we demonstrate here
include uniform scaling of the pose input, combining the 2D bone angles extracted from the pose input
with the 2D bone lengths extracted from the ID input, and even applying the 3D bone angles of the
pose to the 3D bone lengths of the ID (the 3D angles and lengths are available to us from the Mixamo
dataset). It may be seen (qualitatively) that our pose transfer results are much closer to the ground-truth
than the other 2D-based alternatives. Arguably, our results are even slightly better than the alternative
based on full knowledge of the 3D angles and 3D bone lengths.

Figure 9 demonstrates that our trained model is capable of successfully transferring some extreme/
unusual poses. The left example shows transferring a yoga pose extracted from an image to two different
skeleton-IDs from the Mixamo dataset, and the right example demonstrates another unusual pose. In
these cases there is a contact between the two hands (left) and between a hand and a foot (right). Note
that the contact was not properly captured by OpenPose [1], and therefore the pose input was slightly
modified to reflect it. Our pose transfer results successfully capture this pose feature, e.g., that contacts
are well imitated, as the corresponding end-effectors are positioned extremely close to the others in the
output pose. Again, we are not able to achieve this effect by uniformly scaling bone lengths or copying
angles.
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Figure 5 (Color online) More results using the model trained with CMU Panoptic dataset. Both the 2D poses and the skeleton-IDs

are extracted from web images, so there is no ground truth for pose transfer.
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Target ID inputs

Pose input 2 Poses transferred to different target IDs

Pose input 1

Figure 6 (Color online) Pose transfer results using the model trained on the Mixamo dataset. The pose and ID inputs are 2D

projections of 3D skeletons, or extracted from real person images; they were not seen during training. The ground truth, whenever

available, is depicted in light gray on top of every output.

ID input

Pose input Pose transfer results

Figure 7 (Color online) Three poses (in yellow) are transferred to the same skeleton-ID in different poses, using the model trained

on the Mixamo dataset. The outputs are shown in purple, with the ground truths overlayed in light gray. Note that the transfer

outputs are quite consistent, which indicates that the ID code is well extracted.
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Figure 8 (Color online) More results generated by the model trained with the Mixamo dataset. The outputs are shown in purple,

with the ground truths overlayed in gray.
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Figure 9 (Color online) Two challenging poses extracted from images are transferred to different skeleton-IDs. Note the two

touching hands in the Yoga pose on the left, and the unusual contact between the hand and the foot in the pose on the right.

Table 1 The average error over 60000+ pose pairs in the entire Mixamo dataset for three different types of pose pairs. We report

the percentage of pairs when the two projections of a pair of joints onto a given direction are opposites, named as violation rate.

This rate is reported for each of the three virtual link configurationsa).

RMSE of angles Violation rate (4Dir) (%) Violation rate (2Dir) (%)

Bones End-effectors Bones B+E All Bones B+E All

Paired poses 0.244 0.263 10.71 9.27 8.56 11.34 9.86 8.43

Similar poses 0.382 0.362 14.72 12.56 10.78 15.70 13.59 11.01

Unpaired poses 1.109 0.974 37.40 32.68 27.55 40.86 36.35 29.93

a) 2Dir denotes the projections onto x = 0 and y = 0, and 4Dir denotes the projections onto four directions with additional

x = y and x = −y. Lowest values are highlighted in bold.

4.3 Evaluation

4.3.1 Pose similarity measurement

One of our key contributions is designing a non-trivial pose similarity measurement across different
skeleton-IDs. To evaluate it, we analyze and compute the average differences according to the measure-
ment among 60000+ pose pairs in the entire Mixamo dataset. For any pose xA performed by a skeleton
A, we generate three different pose pairs: (i) paired poses (xA, xB) where xB is the same pose performed
by another skeleton B, (ii) unpaired poses (xA, yB), where yB was randomly sampled, and (iii) similar
poses (xA, x̄B), where x̄B was sampled from the same motion at a nearby time frame. If the measurement
is suitable, the computed differences should be small between paired poses, grow bigger between similar
pairs, and become quite large between unpaired poses.

For each pair, we measure the angle difference between pairs of corresponding bones and pairs of
corresponding links to end-effectors, which reflects the angle loss. We also count the times when the
projections of two corresponding virtual links onto a given line are flipped to compute the violation
rate, which reflects the virtual link loss. Three different configurations of the virtual links are evaluated:
(i) the actual skeleton bones; (ii) the skeleton bones plus all pairs of end-effectors, denoted as B+E; and
(iii) all pairs of joints as shown in two ends of Figure 4.

Table 1 shows the effectiveness of our virtual link loss and angle loss for pose similarity measurement.
From the root mean square error (RMSE) of angles, it is evident that the angle loss computed with
actual bones performs better at discriminating paired poses and the others than that of associated with
end-effectors. Note that using all the virtual links achieves the best violation rate for paired poses. It
shows that the relations between joints that are not directly connected by actual bones impact the pose
similarity. We further evaluate the specific configuration for virtual link loss in the ablation study below.

4.3.2 Ablation study

We use four metrics to evaluate our pose transfer with respect to the ground-truth. For the ID similarity
between two poses, we sum the squared difference of the corresponding bone lengths normalized by the
number of bones (i.e., mean squared error (MSE) of lengths). To compare the pose similarity between
two poses, we sum the squared angle differences between two corresponding bones normalized by the
number of bones. Furthermore, two other metrics are applied to evaluate the joint positions. We sum
the L2 distances between the corresponding joints normalized by the number of joints; we also employ
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Table 2 MSE (the lower the better) and OKS (the higher the better) of our method vs. different loss formulations measured

on the test set of Mixamo and compared with the ground-truth. Other two metrics evaluate the joint positions. Clearly, our full

model (VL+AL) achieves the best scores in 3 out of the 4 metrics. See also Figure 10 for visual comparison.

MSE of lengths MSE of angles MSE of joints OKS (%)

Baseline 0.0054 2.193 0.1771 35.19

Ranking-only 0.0049 0.393 0.1013 49.68

Ours (VL-only) 0.0029 0.194 0.0671 63.66

Ours (AL-only) 0.0029 0.130 0.0697 62.84

Ours (VL+AL) 0.0025 0.135 0.0642 65.03

Figure 10 (Color online) Sample results with different losses for ablation study. The baseline is FUNIT, compared with using

virtual links with the ranking loss formulation (Ranking-only), our VL-only and AL-only formulations, and our method (VL+AL).

The VL and AL scores are put beside each output in two rows to show the effectiveness of these losses by measuring the similarity

of two poses.

Table 3 MSE (the lower the better) and OKS (the higher the better) of different configurations for the virtual link loss setupa)

MSE of lengths MSE of angles MSE of joints OKS (%)

Bones 0.0034 0.193 0.0799 60.33

2Dir B+E 0.0038 0.222 0.0790 59.89

All 0.0041 0.222 0.0756 59.71

Bones 0.0034 0.190 0.0781 60.34

4Dir B+E 0.0031 0.191 0.0715 61.40

All 0.0029 0.194 0.0671 63.66

Bones 0.0036 0.224 0.0845 56.64

8Dir B+E 0.0032 0.252 0.0777 57.94

All 0.0029 0.182 0.0676 63.13

a) 8Dir denotes the projections onto eight directions, i.e., with additional x = tan(π/8)y, x = tan(−π/8)y, x = tan(3π/8)y,

and x = tan(−3π/8)y. See also Figure 11 for visual comparison.

the object keypoint similarity (OKS) measure, which is commonly used for pose estimation [31]2), and
means better with a higher value.

As a baseline, we compare the accuracy of our method to the FUNIT structure. Then we compare
using only angle loss or virtual link loss. For the virtual link loss, we also compare our formulation with
the original ranking loss formulation [28]. Table 2 shows the performance of these models on the test
set of Mixamo using the four metrics. The best performance is achieved by using our full loss, with four
projection directions (x = 0, y = 0, x = −y, x = y), comparing all pairs of any two joints for virtual
link loss, and comparing the pairs of actual bones for angle loss. Figure 10 shows the sample results of
considering different losses. Using only the baseline, the generated pose is quite similar to the ID input.
The virtual loss and the angle loss are complementary; one constrains the overall skeleton shape, and the
other constrains the specific bone angles. By adding them, the result gradually looks like the target ID
performing the input pose.

We further evaluate the specific configuration for virtual link loss considering three types of links and
three sets of directions. Table 3 reports the values and Figure 11 shows the sample results accordingly.
As we can see, considering all pairs of joints and four directions results in a pose that mostly resembles
the input pose, as such a setting provides more constrains for the human skeleton joints.

2) COCO. Mscoco keypoint evaluation metric.
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Figure 11 (Color online) Pose transfer with different sets of links used in the virtual link loss: bones only, bones and links to

end-effectors (B+E), all pairs of joints. Four reference directions of the default setting are used.

Table 4 MSE (the lower the better) and OKS (the higher the better) of different projection directions for the virtual link loss

setup with four reference lines

Directions of 4Dir MSE of lengths MSE of angles MSE of joints OKS (%)

Default 0.0029 0.194 0.0671 63.66

Dir1 0.0028 0.294 0.0730 60.14

Dir2 0.0029 0.298 0.0734 59.79

Dir3 0.0028 0.290 0.0734 60.18

Figure 12 (Color online) Comparison with the state-of-the-art 2D motion retargeting method of Aberman et al. [7]. The ground

truth is shown in light gray on top of every output (shown in purple) for better visual comparison.

We also evaluate the specific virtual link loss configuration for four reference directions when considering
all pairs of joints. Table 4 reported the values. Using the default directions of four reference lines
(x = 0, y = 0, x = y, and x = −y) obtains the best scores in three out of the four metrics. It is intuitive
and natural, as humans are generally sensitive to the changes around these directions.

4.3.3 Comparison

Figure 12 shows our pose transfer results, compared with state-of-the-art method [7] for 2D motion
retargeting (generated using their trained model). This visual comparison reveals that our method
performs better when there are large differences between the source and the target skeleton-IDs. In less
challenging cases, where the poses and skeletons are normal and common, the performance of the two
methods is comparable. The method of Aberman et al. [7] is fully supervised, and is therefore limited
by the available annotated data. In contrast, our method is weakly supervised, which enables us to train
the network with a wider variety of extreme poses. We also perform a quantitative comparison using
synthetic videos of characters from Mixamo. We compute the error between the output and the ground
truth as the MSE between corresponding joint positions over time, the same as done by Aberman et
al. [7]. The latter method yields an error of 1.23, while our method yields an error of 0.90. It should be
noted that the goal of Aberman et al. is motion retargeting and their focus is on generation of smooth,
temporal coherent sequences, while we aim at pose transfer, in particular for extreme poses, as well as
skeletons with uncommon bone proportions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13 (Color online) Pose-guided image synthesis with our pose transfer. A pose-guided image synthesis model is trained

individually for each of the two persons in the left column. The yellow boxes in the middle show a target pose extracted from a

person with different proportions (a child) and the result of the transfer conditioned directly on that pose. Image synthesis after

our pose transfer (purple box on the right) results in a body shape much more closely resembling the original one. It should be

noted that the feet of the yellow poses had to be aligned with the blue input poses to ensure that the feet are on the ground, while

our results needed no further alignment.

Source layout Source layoutTarget pose Synthesized Synthesized 
layout layout

Target pose Pose transferPose transfer

Figure 14 (Color online) Given a source image, we extract its clothing layout, and synthesize a new layout conditioned on a

target pose.

4.4 Applications

A natural application of pose transfer is pose-guided image synthesis, which aims at generating person
images conditioned on the target pose and the appearance information of a source image. Pose transfer is
especially helpful in this scenario when the target pose is extracted from an image of another person, who
has particularly different body proportions. To illustrate the benefits of our pose transfer for pose-guided
image synthesis, we train a synthesis model for a particular source person and compare the synthesized
images conditioned on different skeletons; see Figure 13. The rightmost person image in each row is
generated using our pose transfer result, and looks more like the source person performing the target
pose. The synthesis model uses the network structure proposed by Chan et al. [23], trained with a dancing
video of about 15 min of that person. Similarly, our pose transfer results can be applied to other image
synthesis methods, such as [4, 18, 32], which generate novel person images conditioned on target poses
with appearance information of an arbitrary source image.

Another related application is garment layout synthesis. Some recent studies show that explicitly
reasoning about the concept of clothing can improve garment synthesis, as generated clothing layout is
able to provide high-level structure guidance to the generation process [19, 20]. As shown in Figure 14,
the layout generated by the transferred pose better represents the person shape information. Similar to
the network structure in [24], we train a layout generator. We use the DeepFashion dataset [33] that
provides images of the same person in different poses and views, and extract the layout data with the
pre-trained model from LIP-JPPNet [34]. When we feed the transferred pose to the model, it generates
a more reasonable clothing layout, compared to the one without pose transfer.
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Figure 15 (Color online) Failure cases. For challenging poses with extremely foreshortening or two-person close interaction poses,

our method may fail to generate plausible results.

5 Conclusion and discussion

We have presented a weakly supervised method for pose transfer. Our method is applied in 2D, between
compatible skeletons of humans. The key point is to successfully combine features extracted from the
source and target skeletons. Requiring only weak supervision (poses of the same individual) rather than
full supervision (same pose by different individuals) is significant. Full supervision requires professionals
to define equivalent poses of different skeletons. This is not only tedious, but also error-prone. Weakly
supervised training data, on the other hand, is error-free since it can be generated by simply articulating
skeletons. The ease of generating weakly supervised datasets, allows extending our method to deal with
other creatures with different skeletons.

Limitations and future work. Although the proposed pose transfer method has made a step forward
in terms of generalization capability, it may fail in the cases containing extremely challenging poses and
skeleton-IDs; see Figure 15. For applications such as pose-guided image generation, which is a more
challenging task than motion retargeting on video due to lack of temporal information, our method helps
generate more accurate person shapes. Nonetheless, two limitations exist. One is that we only consider
body joints but ignore face and hand features so far. Another is that the image synthesis part is separated
from pose transfer pipeline, where an end-to-end processing might possibly be better. In the future, we
are planning to address these limitations, and extend our method to pose-guided person image synthesis,
even with loose clothes, under weak supervision.
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